It has been rigorously proved in the context of quantum field theory in Minkowski spacetime that the vacuum state is a thermal state (with nonzero temperature) according to uniformly accelerated observers. This result is known as the Unruh effect. Recent claims, however, have challenged the validity of this result for extended systems. Here we investigate the behavior of a simple uniformly accelerated extended system, locally coupled to quantum fields in the vacuum state. We show that the reduced density matrix which describes the accelerated system evolves to a Gibbs thermal state; in other words, the vacuum state does induce thermalization of an extended accelerated systemwhich is all one can expect of a legitimate thermal reservoir. Notwithstanding this, by calculating the decoherence/relaxation time scales as a function of the system's acceleration, we also show that similarities with inertial thermal baths hold beyond equilibrium results.
I. INTRODUCTION
Soon after S. Hawking published his seminal result on particle creation due to black hole formation, leading to the phenomenon of black hole evaporation [1] , W. Unruh clarified the relative character of the particle concept in the context of quantum field theory in flat spacetime by showing that the vacuum state -which represents absence of particles according to inertial observers -corresponds to a thermal bath with temperature T U = ̵ ha (2πck B ) for uniformly accelerated observers [2] , where a is the observer's proper acceleration ( ̵ h is the reduced Planck's constant, c is the speed of light, and k B is the Boltzman's constant). This result has become known as the Unruh effect (see Ref. [3] for a comprehensive review). Although some deep connections may be established between Hawking's result and the Unruh effect -and, in fact, the former served as motivation for Unruh's analysis -, the latter is not as well known as the former. This is somewhat unfortunate because some conceptual issues raised by black hole evaporation can be better understood through the lens of Unruh's result -e.g., that the possibility of Hawking radiation being in a mixed state does not violate any quantum principle (therefore, no information-loss "paradox" is present). But even among those who are familiar with the Unruh effect, not rarely it is misinterpreted as if saying that the thermal bath experienced by accelerated observers in the vacuum state of a quantum field would be indistinguishable from a thermal state of the same field at temperature T = T U according to inertial observers -which is a false statement. This confusion has misled some to challenge or restrict the validity of the Unruh effect based on nonlocal observables (e.g., two-point correlation functions) * Electronic address: uliana@ifsc.usp.br † Electronic address: fbb@ifsc.usp.br ‡ Electronic address: hoyos@ifsc.usp.br § Electronic address: vanzella@ifsc.usp.br which behave differently in these two situations [4, 5] . In addition to clarifying this confusion, here we analyze an extended system composed of two uniformly accelerated spins, separated by a distance d (in their accelerated rest frame), directly coupled to each other and locally (and weakly) coupled to quantum fields in the vacuum state. We focus attention on the reduced density matrix of the accelerated-spins' system and show that it evolves to an equilibrium state which is exactly the one which would be expected if the system were in contact with a thermal bath with temperature T = T U ; in other words, we show that the spins' system thermalizes at a nonzero, well-defined temperature due to the vacuum fluctuations it experiences in its accelerated rest frame. This corroborates the view that although one might construct observables which distinguish the Unruh thermal bath from an ordinary (i.e., inertial) one at the same temperaturewhich, we stress, is not in conflict with the Unruh effect -, the former does act as a legitimate thermal reservoir also for extended systems.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we present the setup consisting of two spin-1 2 point particles directly coupled to each other (providing a simple, yet useful model of an extended system) and locally coupled to quantum fields. The evolution of the reduced density matrix describing the (open) spins' system is obtained in the Markovian regime. In Sec. III we apply the results obtained in the previous section to the case of uniformly accelerated spins in the vacuum, considering both scenarios: (i) spins with equal proper accelerations and (ii) spins with different proper accelerations (hence, each under the influence of a different Unruh local temperature). In Sec. IV we revisit the main conclusions drawn along the text. We adopt natural units in which ̵ h = c = k B = 1.
Since the spins are taken to be spatially separated, this is a simple model for an extended system whose energylevel structure cannot be localized at any one point. Now, let us couple (locally and weakly) the spins to a quantum field. The simplest spin-field interaction which would lead to some interesting evolution is given by linearly coupling one of the other spin components, sayŝ x A(B) , with a massless, scalar quantum fieldΦ. However, this would lead to a conservation law for the observableŝ x Aŝ x B , which, in turn, would split the state space of the spin system as if it were two noninteracting (non-localized) spins. In order to avoid such a symmetry, we shall consider the following (time-dependent) Hamiltonian [6] :
where q ∈ R is a dimensionless (scalar) coupling constant,Φ
) are massless, scalar quantum fields -which are independent for different j ∈ {x, y} -evaluated at the spins' location ⃗ x A(B) (τ ), and u 0 A(B) ∶= dτ dτ A(B) is the time component of the four-velocity of spin A(B), with τ A(B) being its proper time. (Equivalently,Φ j may be seen as different components of a massless vector field or as the real and imaginary parts of a complex scalar field.) The coordinate system {(τ, ⃗ x)} would be arbitrary at this point. However, since we are going to consider that the system is evolved through Eq. (2) below, it is necessary that τ represents the parameter of a time-translation symmetry of the spacetime -∂ ∂τ is a time-like Killing field -and thatĤ given in Eq. (1) is the Hamiltonian of the system in the (stationary) reference frame associated with this symmetry. In particular, were the spins static in a inertial frame, then τ would be conveniently set to be the usual inertial time -for which u 0 A(B) = 1. For accelerated spins which are static in a uniformly accelerated frame, as we are interested here, τ will be the proper time of one of them, let us say τ = τ A -which leads to u , being a local interaction, is related to the evolution in the time parameter τ A(B) . Such a model can be considered as an extension of the well-known spin-boson model, which is taken as a paradigm for the study of the dissipative dynamics of two-level systems [7] .
Letρ be the positive semidefinite, Hermitian, traceclass operator (with trace 1) describing the state of the whole universe (spins + fields). Its evolution is governed by
whose solution can be written aŝ
We are only interested in the reduced density matrix of the spin system, obtained after tracing out the fields' degrees of freedom (system's reduced matrix):
Motived by the results obtained from the spin-boson model [7] , we shall treat the coupling with the quantum fields as a (time-dependent) perturbation,
Indeed, under this regime, namely, the weak coupling regime, the spinboson model provides means for observing spin thermalization process, with predicted decoherence/relaxation time scales matching those observed in physical systems satisfying the conditions imposed. For that, we writê
withĤ
where ∆τ ∶= τ − τ 0 and
with M ∈ {A, B} andĀ ∶= B,B ∶= A. Solving Eq. (6) iteratively (as a Dyson series), working consistently up to second order in q, and restricting attention to the case where the initial state is simply separable,ρ 0 =ρ s0 ⊗ρ Φ0 , whereρ s0 andρ Φ0 describe the initial state of the spin system and of the fields, respectively, we obtain, from Eq. (5):
where H.c. stands for the Hermitian conjugate of the term which precedes it and iG
are the time-ordered Feynman correlators in stateρ Φ0 . (The usual time-ordering operator T appearing explicitly in the second line of Eq. (9) must be applied before the commutator is expanded.) Since we are interested only in the effects of quantum fluctuations ofΦ j on the spin system, we have already assumed
together with the independence ofΦ j for different j, implies tr Φ ρ Φ0Φ
x (x ′ )Φ y (x ′′ ) = 0. Also, we restrict attention to the case where iG 
being constant. This suggests that it may be more convenient, in the second-order term of Eq. (9), to perform a change of integration variables to η ∶= (τ ′ + τ ′′ ) 2 and ξ. Notice that, by construction, G M N (ξ) = G N M (−ξ), which, in particular, implies that G AA (ξ) and G BB (ξ) are even distributions w.r.t. ξ. But staticity also implies that G AB (ξ) and G BA (ξ) are even distributions w.r.t. ξ; hence, G AB (ξ) ≡ G BA (ξ). Using Eq. (8) into Eq. (9), the integral in η can be explicitly evaluated, leading to:
wherê
withx ∶= y,ȳ ∶= x, xy = − yx = 1, and indices M, N inside parentheses in Eq. (10) denote symmetrization:
B. Markovian regime
As it stands, Eq. (10), being a truncated perturbative expansion, is not appropriate to investigate long-term features of the spin system, as relaxation to an eventual equilibrium state when ∆τ → ∞. In this limit, the second-order term in q is, in general, unbounded and, therefore, cannot be consistently considered as providing a "small" deviation from the free evolution. We can, nevertheless, try to break long-term evolution into a sequence of N (≫ 1) time lapses ∆τ such that in each time lapse, for sufficiently small coupling q, the spins' evolution is well described by Eq. (10). This strategy is trivially valid for closed systems. Here, however, since tracing out the fields' degrees of freedom at the end of each time step does not necessarily lead to the same result as taking the trace only after N steps, the validity of this decomposition depends on the existence of an appropriate time lapse ∆τ and a sequence of field states {ρ Φk } k=0,1,...,N −1 such that
Schematic representation of Eq. (13). The full (unitary) evolution in the space of trace-class operators describing the universe, T (Hs ⊗ H Φ ), must induce a discrete dynamical map on the space of trace-class operators describing the spin system, T (Hs), in such a way that operators
The condition expressed in Eq. (13) is impracticable since it assumes knowledge of the whole system evolution ρ(τ ). However, we can work with a more convenient (although stronger) condition obtained by defining the family of trace-preserving maps S l,k ,
acting on the space of trace-class operators T (H s ) ∋ρ s describing the spin system, and asking if there is a regime (i.e., values of ∆τ and {ρ Φk } k=0,1,... ) such that these maps satisfy the composition law 
is the free evolution on T (H s ) and S I l,k is given by Eq. (14) withÛ substituted byÛ I .
A reasonable ansatz for the sequence {ρ Φk } k=0,1,...,N −1 of field states is the one obtained by applying the analogous of Eq. (13) for obtaining the reduced density matrix describing the field state; i.e., substituting, in Eq. (13), tr Φ by tr s andρ Φk byρ sk =ρ s (τ k ). This, together with Eq. (13), would lead to a coupled evolution of reduced density matricesρ s (τ k ) andρ Φ (τ k ). In our case of interest, however, we expect, on physical grounds, that after some transient time -related to the time needed for the spins to exchange information via fields and the decay of the field's correlation functions -, the field state with which the spins interact continues to be well approximated by the initial stationary state, so thatρ Φk =ρ Φ0 may provide a good candidate sequence. Indeed, the description put forward here is the one associated with the Markov approximation assumed in the context of open quantum systems [8, 9] . There it is well established that such an approximation furnishes a good description for the system's reduced dynamics as long as the key elements are satisfied, namely, i) the environment role is played by a large system (huge number of degrees of freedom) in a thermal state; ii) the system-environment coupling can be considered weak; iii) the environmentcorrelation-functions time decay must be much shorter than the system evolution time scale.
As a consequence of this approximation, S l,k only depends on l − k and the composition rule then demands
where, for sufficiently small coupling q, Summing up, the strategy of breaking down long-term evolution of the (open) spin system into N limited time steps ∆τ , for each of which Eq. (10) can be applied, depends on the validity of Eq. (15) for some ∆τ . In particular, for n time steps such that Eq. (10) can still be used for the time lapse n∆τ , Eq. (15) implies
The linear transformations E 0 and R ∆τ acting on the space of density matrices can be explicitly represented as 16×16 matrices once a basis for the spin states and an ordering of indices ofρ s are chosen. For instance, one could use the product states ±⟩ A ±⟩ B as elements of the basis -whereŝ
, and then sort these elements in a column matrix aŝ
This would lead to a particular representation of E 0 and R ∆τ . The physical conclusions are, of course, independent of the representation that is chosen. It turns out that E 0 and R ∆τ assume simpler forms when density matrices are expressed in the Bell basis, formed by the elements
In this representation, E 0 is diagonal -as in the product-state basis -and R ∆τ is "almost diagonal": all but 32 (out of the 240) off-diagonal terms vanish. In addition, one can explicitly check that the part of R ∆τ associated withĈ
commutes with the free evolution E 0 , which is not the case for the part associated withĈ
.
Considering that the
and
Therefore, in this regime, R ∆τ is linear in ∆τ , R ∆τ ≡ ∆τ R 0 , and commutes with the free evolution E 0 (see remarks above). This is enough to guarantee that Eq. (16) is satisfied. Thus, for sufficiently small q, we have:
In Appendix A, we list all eigenvalues λ k and (right) eigenvectors (or "eigenmatrices")ρ k of R 0 (k = 1, . . . , 16), which encode complete information about the evolution of the spin system -it is important to stress that each individual modeρ k does not necessarily have to represent a physical state. It is easy to verify -noting that Ψ
AB ⟩ are also eigenstates of the free Hamiltonian,
AB ⟩ -that these eigenmatricesρ k are also eigenmatrices of the free evolution:
−iE k ∆τρ k , where, depending on k, E k = 0, ±J 2. Therefore, provided Re(λ k ) ≥ 0 -as will be verified later in our cases of interest -, we finally obtain the evolution of the spin system in the Markovian regime (see Appendix A):
where the coefficients c k are uniquely determined by the initial condition ∑ 16 k=1 c kρk =ρ s0 -in particular, c 1 = tr s {ρ s0 } = 1.
The "mode" ofρ s associated with the null eigenvalue, ρ 1 -which gives the final equilibrium state -, is diagonal in the Bell basis. Therefore, regardless the form of the Feynman correlator G M N -provided R 0 has no eigenvalue with negative real part -, the spin system evolves to a statistical mixture of Bell states, with populations which depend on the specific form of G M N . Notice from Eq. (A9), however, that Ψ (±) AB ⟩ are equally populated regardless the form of G M N , which means that the equilibrium state is also a statistical mixture of the separable states +⟩ A +⟩ B and −⟩ A −⟩ B . The same is not true for Φ (±) AB ⟩: depending on G M N , the final equilibrium state may preserve correlations between +⟩ A −⟩ B and −⟩ A +⟩ B . These results can be summarized as follows: in general, the spin system will loose coherence in any basis which diagonalizes, simultaneously, the free HamiltionianĤ 0 and the total spinŜ 2 ∶= ∑ j∈{x,y,z} ŝ j A +ŝ j B
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III. UNIFORMLY ACCELERATED SPINS INITIALLY IN THE VACUUM STATE: ρ0 =ρs0 ⊗ 0⟩⟨0
Finally, in this section we apply the general expressions obtained above to our case of interest: uniformly accelerated spins in the vacuum. The vacuum state 0⟩ of a free, massless scalar field is characterized as being the (unique) Poincaré-invariant state of the theory. The vacuum expectation value of the field vanishes, ⟨0 Φ (x) 0⟩ = 0, whereas its two-point (Wightman) function is given by
where σ (x, x ′ ) is the ( -regularized) square of the geodesic "distance" between events x and x ′ -which is obtained from the square of the geodesic distance, σ(x, x ′ ), by introducing an infinitesimal negative imagi- 2 . Its absolute value increases exponentially except in the horizontal direction of the plot, along which it increases according to the square of the (spatial) distance. Therefore, field correlations in general decay (at least) exponentially, except for purelly spatial separations in the massless-field case.
nary part (−i ) into the time coordinate of the first event x. In terms of inertial Cartesian coordinates {(t, x, y, z)},
, whereas in terms of coordinates {(τ, x, y, ζ)} well adapted to a uniformly accelerated frame -in which t = (ζ + a −1 ) sinh(aτ ), z = (ζ + a −1 ) cosh(aτ ) -, we have [10] :
The coordinate τ is the proper time of an accelerated observer static at ζ = 0, whose proper acceleration is a. Note that field correlations which decay polynomially in inertial frames in general decay exponentially in the accelerated frame, unless the separation of the points is taken in very particular ways (e.g., finite τ − τ ′ while spatial distance gets arbitrarily large; see Fig. 2 ). It is important to point out (for the sake of footnote [4] ) that τ does represent a time-translation symmetry of the spacetime -∂ ∂τ is a time-like Killing field known as the boost Killing field.
A. Same proper acceleration
Let us first consider the case where the spins are uniformly accelerated perpendicularly to their spatial separation, with the same proper acceleration. Then, one can obtain explicit expressions for the three Feynman correlators appearing in Eq. (10) from Eq. (25) and noting that in the coordinates {(τ, x, y, ζ)} introduced above, the uniformly accelerated spins' trajectories can be chosen to be 
where ξ = τ − τ ′ . Substituting Eqs. (27) and (28) 
is the Heaviside step function -, we obtain from Eq. (21):
iG AB (ω) = sin
The complex infinite in Eq. (29) [11], we can calculate P J 2 iG AA = P J 2 iG BB and P J 2 iG AB -the former being obtained from the limit d → 0 + of the latter:
where 24), to the decoherence/relaxation rates of the spins' system. In Fig. 3 , we plot all these rates (normalized by q 2 ) as a function of the proper acceleration a, for different separations d. In case d ≳ J −1 , there are basically two regimes of acceleration: a ≪ J -in which modesρ 4 ,ρ 5 ,ρ 6 (all belonging to the lowest-energy subspace -see Appendix A) dictate how the system approaches equilibrium with a relaxation/decoherence rate given by q 2 Je −πJ a (8π) -and a ≫ J -in which all relaxation/decoherence rates degenerate in just two values: q 2 a (8π 2 ) and twice this value. Such a result, namely, a relaxation rate that scales as a power law of the temperature -recall that T U = a (2π) -is known to be a signature of certain inertial baths in the limit of high temperatures. Indeed, for the class of baths known as Ohmic environments, it is precisely established for the spin-boson model that the decay rate will have a power law dependence, which is linear in a second order system-bath coupling perturbation theory [7] . In case d ≪ J −1 , there appears a third, moderate regime of acceleration (J ≲ a ≲ d −1 ) in which modeρ 3 dictates how equilibrium is approached, with a relaxation/decoherence rate given approximately by q 2 Jd 2 a 2 (12π).
In Fig. 4 , we plot the same decoherence/relaxation rates, now as a function of the spins' separation d, for different values of proper acceleration a.
From Eq. (24), we see that the accelerated spin system evolves to an equilibrium stateρ eq =ρ 1 given by Eq. (A9). Using Eqs. (29)-(33), this equilibrium state readŝ
where Z ∶= 2 e πJ (2a) + e −πJ (2a)
= tr s (e −β UĤ0 ) and β U ∶= 2π a. In other words, for any initial stateρ s0 , the final equilibrium stateρ eq of the spin system is the Gibbs thermal state with the Unruh temperature β
The spin system thermalizes due to the vacuum fluctuations it experiences in its accelerated frame, vindicating the Unruh effect also for an extended system.
B. Different proper accelerations
Now, we consider the spatial separation d of the two spins to be along the direction of their accelerations:
In this case, τ ≡ τ A ≡ τ B (1 + ad) and a continues to be the proper acceleration of spin A, while spin-B proper acceleration is given by a B = a (1 + ad) [10] . Therefore, according to the Unruh effect, each spin sees a different local temperature at its position, which has led some to question the physical reality of these equilibrium temperatures [5] .
Substituting the spins' worldlines into Eq. (26), Eqs. (27) and (28) are replaced by:
which, in turn, using u 0 A = 1 and u
where F is still given by Eq. (33). With these equations, we can redo the analysis presented in the previous subsection, substituting them into Eqs. (A1)-(A7) and calculating the eigenvalues and eigenmatrices which determine the evolution of the spins' system [Eqs. (A8)-(A28)].
As it turns out, the fact thatG AA =G BB also in this case of different proper accelerations leads to an overall In order to better visualize the effect of the unequal proper accelerations on the spins' system, we plot in Fig. 7 the ratio between the relaxation/decoherence rates for different accelerations, Re(λ diff ), and for equal accelerations, Re(λ eq ), for each decaying mode of the reduced density matrix. We see that intermediate values of ad lead to maximum differences between these two scenarios.
Most important for our purposes, though, is the fact that, as in the case of equal accelerations, the final equilibrium stateρ 1 takes the form of the Gibbs state given by Eq. (34), regardless the initial stateρ s0 and the values of the parameters J, a, and d; i.e., the spins' system thermalizes at a temperature β −1 U = a (2π) according to observers at ζ = 0. As for observers at ζ = d, with spin B -for whom the proper time isτ = (1 + ad)τ [10] -, the same Gibbs state describes thermal equilibrium at temperature T B = a [2π(1 + ad)] = a B (2π), since, for them, the Hamiltonian of the spins' system [i.e., the time-evolution operator appearing in Eq. (2) with τ substituted byτ (1 + ad)] is given byĤ (1 + ad). Although the observed local temperatures are different, the final state is a true thermal equilibrium state for all observers simultaneously, once more corroborating the physical reality of the Unruh thermal bath for an extended system. , Re(λ k ) (using same style code as in Fig. 3 ), as functions of the distance d between the spins, for different accelerations a. Note that for any a > 0, the relaxation rate of modeρ3 goes to zero as d → 0.
IV. CONCLUSION
We made use of two spins directly coupled to each other and linearly (and weakly) coupled to quantum fields in the vacuum state in order to show that the standard interpretation of the Unruh effect -that the inertial vacuum state acts as a legitimate thermal reservoir according to uniformly accelerated observers -is strictly correct even when considering extended systems, contrary to recent claims in the literature [4, 5] . Although simple, our extended system captures all features used in the literature to argue against the physical reality of the Unruh temperature. Therefore, there is no reason to believe that our conclusions would not hold for more complex extended systems. In particular, a dramatic conjectured consequence is the existence of a critical acceleration above which an accelerated magnet in the vacuum would be demagnetized, something which would be hard to anticipate if it were not for the Unruh effect. This complex situation is currently under investigation. following real quantities:
from which all iG M N (J 2) and P J 2 iG M N [defined in Eqs. (21) and (22)] can be reconstructed. Also, let r 0 , r ± be the roots of the polynomial 
